ii4 GRAEME SEGAL Because the characters ^ are class functions on G, i.e. ')(,M.{gg f g~l)='/M{S / ) ^n e problem falls into two parts: (i) to determine the class functions, i.e. to describe the space of conjugacy classes of G$ and (ii) to decide when a class function is a character. The first part -which I shall regard as empty when G is finite -is quite easy, and perhaps well-known; but nevertheless I have devoted § i to establishing the result in a convenient form. I introduce a class of subgroups which take over the role played by maximal tori in connected groups, and I generalize the three basic properties of maximal tori [13] : (i) each group element is contained in a maximal torus (cf. (1.3) below).
(ii) any two maximal tori are conjugate (cf. (1.6)).
(iii) two elements of a maximal torus are conjugate in the group if and only if they are conjugate in the normalizer of the torus (cf. (1.8)).
Most of the results of this section have been obtained by Siebenthal [15] by completely different methods.
For the second part of the problem the tool needed is a generalization of the " induced representation 53 homomorphism R(H) -^R(G) which is familiar when H is a subgroup of finite index in G. The definition is quite simple, but to justify it and to establish its properties is more complicated: it involves elliptic differential operators. The characters of the induced elements are calculated by means of the Lefschetz formula of Atiyah and Bott [2] . § 2 contains the definition and essential properties of the construction; it follows the lines of a paper of Bott [6] .
In § 3, I describe the structure of R(G). When G is a finite group this has been done already in [14] , [8] and [i] . I have formulated the results to be found there somewhat differently, and extended them to the general case. When G is connected the results are very simple and well-known, for a class function is a character if and only if its restriction to a maximal torus T of G is a character of T ([4], § 4); but that is not trivial.
Finally, in § 4, I point out the crudity of the method I have used, and try to put it in perspective. It appears that the work is not really a contribution to the theory of Lie groups in the ordinary sense, as, if one is content to presuppose all that is known concerning the structure of compact Lie groups, then the fundamental case is that when the identity component of G is a torus. On the other hand none of the discussion would be simplified if one confined oneself to that case, and I think it is illuminating to show how much one can do without using any of the classical theory. (For groups whose identity components are tori one can write down the induced representation more or less explicitly, but not in a convenient form.) I am grateful to Professor Atiyah for helping me constantly with the following work, much of which is based on published and unpublished papers of his. And I am grateful also for conversations I have had with Professor Bott. § i.
CONJUGACY IN COMPACT LIE GROUPS
In this section G is a compact Lie group, G° is its identity component, and F ==G/G°i s its group of components ; subgroup will always mean closed subgroup ; and cyclic group will mean a compact Lie group containing an element, called the generator, whose powers are dense, i.e. it will mean the product of a finite cyclic group and a torus.
Definition (1.1). -A subgroup S of G is a Carton subgroup if it is cyclic and of finite index in its normali^er N(S). The finite group N(S)/S is called the Weyl group of S, and is denoted by Wg.
Unfortunately this definition conflicts with that of Ghevalley in [10] .
Proof. -Let T be a maximal torus of the centralizer Z{g) of g. (I shall not presuppose any properties of maximal tori, however.) Let S be the subgroup generated by T and g. The identity component S° of S contains T; but if it contained any i-parameter subgroup L not in T then L and T would generate a torus of Z{g) strictly containing T. So S°=T. S/S° is cyclic, generated by gS°, so S is also cyclic. Finally (N(S) : S)=(N(S) : Z(S))(Z(S) : S); but N(S)/Z(S) is a compact subgroup of the discrete group of automorphisms of S, so it is finite; and Z(S)/S is finite because Z(S)°==S 0 . So (N(S) : S) is finite, and S is a Cartan subgroup.
-If S is a Cartan subgroup generated by x, then each element g ofG°x is conjugate to an element of S.
Proof. -For any aeG consider the map^ of the compact differentiable manifold G/S defined by f^yS) == ayS. IfyS is a fixed point offg then gyeyS and y^gyeS, as required. But fg is homotopic to f^ so to show fg has a fixed point it suffices to show that f^ has non-zero Lefschetz number. The fixed point set of f^ is N(S) /S, which is finite. Now one can suppose f^ is an isometry, and an isolated fixed point of an isometry of a differentiable manifold must have index + i. So f^ has non-zero Lefschetznumber.
Proposition (1.3) can be sharpened slightly, as follows.
Proposition (1.4). -If S is a Cartan subgroup of G generated by x, then any gexGî s conjugate by an element of G° to an element of xS°.
(Notice that there might be several components of S in xG°.)
Proof. -Proceed as in (1.3) but consider the map hg : G^S^G^S 0 defined by hg(yS°) ^gyx-^0. A fixed point of hg is a cosetj^S 0 with yeG° such that y-^yexS 0 . Proof. -One half of this follows from (1.2); the other half, that two Cartan subgroups are conjugate if they have the same projection into F, follows from (1.3). (For a Cartan subgroup cannot be conjugate to a proper subgroup of itself.)
It remains to decide when two elements of a Gartan subgroup S are conjugate. One sees from the case of finite groups that it is not reasonable to expect that two elements ofS will be conjugate only if they are conjugate in N(S). The appropriate result is the following one, where S* denotes the subset {geS : gS° generates S/S 0 } of S. Thus I shall call more elements singular than is usual: usually one calls g regular if the dimension ofZ(^) is the same as that of a Cartan subgroup containing g. But with my definition it is clearly still true that regular elements are dense in G. Remarks. -One should not assume, when S is a Cartan subgroup of G covering G in r, that (S : S°)==(G : i). A counterexample is given by the Gartan subgroup Z/4 of (T^ (7,1 ^)) 1 (7, 12) , where I^S^Z^) means the non-trivial semi-direct product of the circle-group T 1 and Z/4, and Z/2 is embedded diagonally. Of course (S : S°) is a multiple of (G : i). In fact it must divide (C : i) 2 , as one can prove as follows.
One can choose (see § 4) a subgroup Q of G containing S such that Q° == Qn G°i s a maximal torus T of G. Then the kernel of S/S°-G is (SnT)/S°, which is a cyclic subgroup of the group of components of the fixed point set of the action of C==S/(SnT) on T. This group of components is H^G; TT^T), and hence is annihilated by (G : i). (By writing the cohomology sequence for the canonical short exact sequence o-^T->V->T->o one finds that whenever a finite group F acts on T the group of components ofT^ is H^F; T^T).) To construct i, it is convenient to consider infinite-dimensional representations of G as well as finite ones, though the latter are the object of study. So in this section G-module will mean a complex topological vector space E which is hausdorff, locally convex, and complete, and on which G acts continuously (i.e. GxE ->E is continuous). The significance of" locally convex and complete "is that one can integrate continuous functions f : G ->E with respect to the Haar measure of G; in particular there is a continuous projection of E on to its invariant subspace E 6 .
I recall that all simple G-modules are finite-dimensional. If E, F are G-modules, Hom^E, F) means the vector space of continuous equivariant linear maps E->F. When E has finite dimension I shall give it the obvious topology.
If E is a G-module there is a map e : U (P^Hom^P; E)) ->E.
PeG (U denotes the topological direct sum; I recall that a sum of complete spaces is complete.) It is elementary that s is injective and that its image is the union of the finitedimensional G-subspaces of E. It follows from the Peter-Weyl theorem (cf. [12] , p. 31) -in fact it is a convenient formulation of the theorem -that the image of s is dense in E. One can express this is finite, XQ/^ will be i. There is a simple formula for the character ofzi(^).
To define X^/g, observe that the coset space G/H is a differentiable manifold on which G acts smoothly. Let T ==-T^ be its tangent space at the neutral coset, a real H-module. T(; is its complexification. Let X^nj be the class in R(H) of the exterior power A'TC. Then XG/H^S (-i)'4/Hi To prove that z,(i;) is in R(G), and to calculate its character, one should adopt the following point of view. If M is a finite-dimensional H-module one can form [5] a vector bundle E^==(GxM)/H on the space G/H. (H acts on GxM by h. {g, m)=^{gh~1, hm).) For example, the complexified tangent bundle is Erp . One can identify ^M^Map^G; M) with the space of continuous sections of E^ : its G-action arises when one lets G act compatibly on both the base G/H and the total space E^. The differentiable sections form a dense subspace z^M in i M, but ^M should be given the usual topology for smooth functions on a compact manifold, so that it is also a G-module. For example ^(A^T^^^ is the space of smooths-forms on G/H. It is well-known that there is an operation called " exterior differentiation 5? d : ^-^^p +l for each p, and that the sequence
is a complex (i.e. ^=0) whose cohomology is H^G/H; C), the cohomology with complex coefficients of the manifold G/H. The vector spaces HP(G/H; C) are G-modules, because G acts on G/H. (But if G is connected it acts trivially on them because of the homotopy invariance of cohomology groups.) The next lemma shows that
Because the cohomology groups are finite-dimensional this implies that i^) is in R(G). Proof. -s^ is in R(U(^)), for it is the character of the exterior power A k M., where M^C^ is the standard U(7z)-module. And s^1 is the character of (A^^M)*. On the other hand Z[^, . . ., ^, s^1] contains all the symmetric functions in R(T), so R(U(^)) cannot be any bigger. It is well-known that ^3 . . ., ^ are algebraically independent.
The following theorem of Atiyah is fundamental for the sequel. 4.7) ). This means that the result we want follows from Turning now to the statement a), the inclusion Z->R(G) induces a projection TT : 8pec R(G)->8pecZ which assigns to p the prime pnZ of Z, perhaps zero. Alternatively, 7r(p) is the (< residual characteristic " of p, the characteristic of the quotient-field of R(G)/p. It is expedient to consider the fibres of TT separately.
Let Fp be the prime field of characteristic p, so that F() is the rationals. Then ^~l{p) can be identified with 8pec Rp(G), where Rp(G)=R(G)®zFy ([n], I (3.6.1)).
If p is a prime of R(G) above p, and 8 is a minimal cyclic subgroup from which it arises, then (8 : 8°) is not divisible by p. For otherwise one can write 8=Tx(Z/^), so that R If S is a cyclic group generated by g, I shall write pg for the prime ideal of characters of S which vanish at g. This ideal does not depend on the generator chosen: it is zero if S is a torus, and if (S : S°)==n it is the principal ideal (<p^(X)), where y^ is the n'th cyclotomic polynomial, and X : S ->C* is a homomorphism with kernel S°. The relation between primes and Cartan subgroups, and in particular the statement a), is established by the following proposition. 
Its kernel is the nilradical (set of nilpotent elements) of Rp(G).
If G is finite, or if p=o, it is surjective. In general., given j/eIlR^S)^, one can find keN such that ^ comes from R^(G).
In any case the map U (Spec R ,(S)) /Wg -»Spec R^,(G) is a homeomorphism. (il means cc topological sum ^\)
Remark. -It is perhaps worth pointing out that if G is finite then R^(G)/(nilradical) ^R(G;^)®zFy, where R(G$j&) is the ring of representations of G in an algebraically closed field of characteristic p.
The proof will be preceded by a lemma which is a particular case of the general result. I should point out that the case p = o, which is much easier than other cases, is included, rather trivially, in the following discussion, provided that one sometimes interprets p as i, in a familiar way. Proof. -We know that any prime of Rp(H) comes from a ^-regular cyclic subgroup T. But any such T lies in S, so Spec Ry(S) -^Spec R^,(H) is surjective. This implies that the kernel of r consists of nilpotent elements. There are no nilpotent elements in R,,(S), so the kernel must be precisely the nilradical. Now I shall show that R(H) -^(S) 11 is surjective if the extension is split. We can identify R(S) 11 with the free abelian group generated by the orbits of the set S under P. When G is finite the groups H are always split, so the morphism of (3.5) is surjective. The statement about spectra follows from the others, for whenever a finite group W /^/ acts on a ring R one has (Spec R)/W -^> Spec R w ([7] , Chap. 5, § 2, N° 2, Th. 2).
In view of Proposition (3.5) and the preceding discussion we can describe the primes ofR(G) as follows. Conversely, if S is finite cyclic, then Rp(S) is a sum of fields, so any prime coming from S is maximal (if j^=t=o).
(iii) is clear from (3.5).
(iv) is a trivial consequence of (i), stated for future reference.
(v) follows from (iv), because, if S is the support of p, then p contains the kernel of R(G) -^R(S), so p 7 contains it also, so p' comes from S. Corollary (3.9) can also be proved by a devissage precisely parallel to that of (3.2).
Proposition (3.10) ([i], (6.9)). -7/'R(G)^ is the l^-adic completion q/'R(G), then the kernel of the natural map R(G) ->R(G)" consists of the elements whose characters vanish on the components of G which have prime power order in G/G°. (ii) R(G) is generated as an abelian group by modules induced from one-dimensional modules.
(iii) A class function on G is a character if its restriction to each hyperelementary subgroup is a character.
Proof. -(i) The modules induced from hyperelementary subgroups generate an ideal in R(G). The substance of the proof of (3.5) was to show that this ideal is not contained in any prime ideal of R(G).
(iii) Let R be the ring of class functions on G which restrict to characters of all hyperelementary subgroups. The ring R(G) is a subring of R containing i: it suffices to show that it is an ideal in R. But the characters induced from hyperelementary subgroups generate an ideal in R, as one sees by looking at the formula for the induced character; and by (i) this ideal is R(G).
(ii) follows from (i) in view of the following proposition, which was pointed out to me by Professor J. Tits. Proof. -If H is nilpotent this is well-known (cf. [13] , Expose 24). In general, let M be a simple H-module, and let M== M^® ... @Mj, be its decomposition into isotypical S-modules. Let K=={^eH : AM^cMj. Then M==jM^, where j:K->H, so it suffices to show M^ is monomial. Let K be the image of K in Aut(M^). It is a central extension of a cyclic group by a nilpotent group, so it is nilpotent, and M^ is monomial as K-module. But therefore it is monomial also as K-module.
